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Introduction
Work health and safety (WHS) is a major issue in Australia. The Australian Government estimates that over 630,000 
Australians suffer a work-related injury every year. What’s more, between 2003 and 2015 over 3,200 Australian workers 
were killed in work-related incidents.

For many years, Australian industry and workers have been subject to varied and different WHS legislation, with WHS 
law being treated differently in each of the country’s six states. In most of these states, there were one or more statutes 
dealing with health and safety in specific industries, such as mining, plus other statutes that addressed health and safety in 
specific areas. In all, there were more than 150 statutes to regulate health and safety at work across Australia in the mid-
1990s.

The Australian government recognised the potential for confusion for businesses and employees as well as the huge 
regulatory burden inconsistent laws placed on businesses and the consequential impact on the country’s economy.

Previous attempts to harmonise WHS legislation in the 1980s did not gain traction so it wasn’t until 2008 that ministers 
agreed that the use of model legislation was the most effective way to achieve harmonisation of WHS laws. The Council 
of Australian Governments (COAG) included the move as part of its National Reform Agenda to create a seamless national 
economy.

This was the first time all states and jurisdictions had made a formal commitment to harmonise work health and safety 
laws in Australia within a set timeframe. It included the development and implementation of an Act, supported by model 
regulations, model codes of practice, a compliance and enforcement policy and the formation of an independent body, 
Safe Work Australia.

Safe Work Australia’s role is to develop the model work health and safety laws in partnership with state and territory 
governments, employers and workers. Harmonisation meant that each jurisdiction would go through the process of 
enacting its own legislation which would mirror the model laws. 
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What has changed?
The key changes under the new work health and safety laws include:

Enforcement
State regulators are empowered to use a mix of positive motivators, compliance monitoring and deterrents to encourage 
and secure the highest possible levels of compliance with WHS laws. Where an inspection or investigation reveals evidence 
of an alleged breach, the regulators will consider what enforcement action, if any, should be taken. 

This can range from simply providing advice and guidance on compliance to revocation of authorisations. For more 
serious issues there are three penalty categories (Category 1 being the most serious breach of WHS laws) which include 
fines and prosecutions for businesses, senior executives (often referred to as PCBUs - person conducting a business or an 
undertaking) and individual workers.

Change Impact

An employer’s duty of care for its employees is no longer 
defined by the nature of employment relationship.

The term ‘employer’ currently applied in most occupational 
health and safety laws is replaced with the term ‘person 

conducting a business or undertaking’.

The term ‘employee’ is replaced with a broadly defined 
term of ‘worker’.

‘Worker’ includes employees, volunteers, contractors, sub-
contractors, apprentices, work experience students and 

outworkers.

The term ‘workplace’ in most jurisdictions will be 
broadened.

Now includes any place where a worker goes or is likely to 
go while at work.

There are positive duties for senior executives or ‘officers’ 
to exercise ‘due diligence’ to ensure the person conducting 
a business or undertaking complies with its duty of care.

Currently some Occupational Health and Safety Acts 
attribute liability to officers where a corporation is in 

breach of a duty of care and they have an onus to prove 
that they did what was reasonably practicable or that they 
had no influence in relation to the breach. Under the new 
work health and safety laws there is no attributed liability.

A new duty to consult, co-operate and co-ordinate 
activities with other duty holders.

This aims to address situations where more than one duty 
holder is responsible for the same work health and safety 
matter to ensure that those responsible work together to 

control work health and safety risk.

Corporation Individual as PCBU or officier Individual as worker or other

Category 1 $3 million $600,000, five years in jail or both $300,000, five years in jail or both

Category 2 $15 million $300,000 $150,000

Category 3 $500,000 $100,000 $50,000

Penalties for breach of health and safety duty offences
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CASE STUDY: QUEENSLAND CONSTRUCTION FIRM
In February 2017, an investigation into the death of a 62-year old roofer led to Queensland’s first WHS 
Category 1 prosecution. If found guilty, the directors of the firms involved, Lavin Constructions and Multi-
Run Roofing, face a fine of up to $600,000 each and five years in prison while the companies could face 
$3 million fines.

Despite appropriate safety equipment being available on site, the roofer fell six metres to his death while 
working on the roof of an industrial shed at Lake Macdonald in 2014. It is alleged that the roofer was 
working several metres above two scissor lifts being used for fall control and was not wearing a personal 
fall protection harness. The shed was part of a larger complex being refurbished by Lavin Construction 
while Multi-Run Roofing was subcontracted to fit roof sheeting. 

Commenting on the case, the Head of Workplace Health and Safety Queensland, Dr Simon Blackwood, 
said that not following simple safety guidelines was not an option. “Had the available and correct controls 
been used, [the roofer’s] death would not have occurred” he added.

The current state of play
The model WHS laws were implemented in the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, the Northern Territory, 
Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania between 2012 and 2013. However, they have yet to be implemented in 
Victoria and Western Australia.

The Victorian Government is delaying harmonisation and will not be implementing the model WHS laws in their current 
form. In the meantime, the state continues to enforce existing occupational health and safety legislation. 

Western Australia and the mining industry
In Western Australia (WA), the situation is more complicated. The WA Government is currently reviewing the results of a 
public consultation on the WHS Act as it does not believe the laws are suitable for the state. The feedback from businesses 
is that the new legislation will suffocate them with red tape, particularly small businesses which do not have health and 
safety experts to assist them.  

However, the major objection from the WA Government is the lack of a mining component in the legislation. Mining is 
hugely important to WA’s economic success. According to Australia’s Department of Mines and Petroleum, the mining 
and petroleum industry accounted for 92 per cent of WA’s income in 2015-16 and 41 per cent of Australia’s as a whole. 
What’s more, the industry employs more than 100,000 people in WA. 

Without specific guidance on mining as part of harmonisation, the state has been keen to minimise any disruption to the 
industry so continues to be covered by its own Act and regulations while it works towards including provisions in the WHS 
legislation, which will be better suited to the WA mining industry.
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Navigating WHS 
The changing and evolving nature of Australia’s WHS laws presents a significant challenge to national and international 
businesses operating in the country, particularly if their operations span more than one territory or their workforce’s WHS 
experience is drawn from different jurisdictions.

Procorre has a deep understanding on the complexities of WHS across a range of industries and sectors. We provide our 
clients with expert whole life cycle project management, across disciplines ranging from project planning, talent sourcing 
and global mobilisation, through to on-site project management and end of project reporting. 

Our commitment to developing skills, strategies and workplace practices which are fully compliant with WHS laws across 
Australia helps national and international organisations deliver projects successfully and safely. We inform and educate the 
business and consultants we work with to achieve ‘best practice’ principles in the workplace, creating an intercultural work 
practice and the right mind set to achieve success safely in a diverse work environment. 

More information

For more information, please visit http://www.procorre.com/locations/

About Procorre
Procorre is a global professional services 
consultancy, which successfully manages the 
whole life cycle of projects, across a range of 
industries. 

Currently deploying over 1,500 highly skilled and 
experienced consultants on projects around the 
world, Procorre seeks to acquire the best talent 

and provide them with a more rewarding way to 
work. 

Procorre also offers a range of advisory and 
consultancy services to clients worldwide, as 
well as collaborating with preferred suppliers 
to ensure consultants have access to the best 
projects across the globe.  

Read more reports 
& White Papers

www.procorre.com

And on Twitter

For consultants @Procorre

For clients @ProcorreClient

For preferred suppliers 
@ProcorrePartner

Singapore +65 3158 7777   UK +44 20 3432 0480 
Ireland +353 15 134 777     Australia +61 8628 02244 
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